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Abstract - With the outburst in the number of hospital

patient. Individual patients have no option of viewing their
own records for reference or for presenting before a doctor
who is different from the one they regularly consult. In
addition, Doctors and hospitals cannot update and view data
in real time, which makes it difficult to offer remote medical
support.

cases, the management of patient records is a tedious task. The
amount of infrastructure needed to physically store the patient
records is huge and requires regular maintenance.
We have developed a web app that stores patient and hospital
records online on a cloud server accessible to both the doctor
and patient. It provides various useful tools to the hospital’s
users such as personnel directory, access to personal medical
records collected on regional electronic health record.
The web application keeps track of the doctor’s prescription
and reorders the medicines for the patient so that the patient
does not go out of stock ever and the doctor can make changes
to his prescription.

The aforementioned drawbacks leads to our comprehensive
health care support app. The proposed system has a separate
login for the patient and doctor/hospital. Each party has
different access privileges. Patient data is updated in real
time making it possible for the patient to seek medical help
from another doctor without having to carry around records
or do all the tests from scratch. The stock of medications
prescribed by the doctor is kept track of by the system and
reorders the ones that are about to get over. This helps the
patients to have regular supply of stock. Data is stored on the
cloud making it less susceptible to accidental loss, saving
time, money and resource.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The application has been developed using HTML, SQL, PHP,
CSS and JavaScript.

Healthcare is an important social need today due to
increasing and ageing population of the world. Advancing
technology has brought a lot of innovation and
improvements to this sector and still there is a scope for lot
of advancement. To provide better healthcare, doctors need
access to the vital parameters and medical history of the
patient. Such access while on the move is very helpful to both
the doctors and the patients.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
This section describes the similar healthcare solutions that
have been discussed.
In [1], the system developed web application EUREKA to
simply reach their destination in the hospitals thereby
making it easy to understand the organization and not getting
lost in the medical center. SACS software drives AutoCAD to
manage and analyze digital plans of hospital buildings coded
on specific layers.
In system [2], the users can analyze their work routine and
the changes that come along with it, with the help of sensors
and predicting the type of disease they may get. Machine
Learning technique is also employed for getting the user
lifestyle and produce results efficiently. But the problem is
that the user cannot be prescribed with medication since no
doctor patient relationship is involved.
In [3], the system is developed to make the elderly people be
engaged with activities that keep them occupied so that
they do not go into any mental disorders like depression,
stress etc. The limitation is that the people may encounter
eye problems when they spend more time in front of smart
screens and the application do not provide much efficacy on
the physical domain.
In [4], the system is developed to protect the privacy of
patients by protecting their data in the cloud network also, it
is designed in such a way that traffic in the server do not

The primary problem that we are trying to solve is the hassle
of hospital patients having to carry all their medical records
to and from the hospital for each subsequent visit. The
second problem that is in focus is the effort put in to procure
medications; the patients who are elderly or those who are
unable to be mobile. It is difficult for them have to regularly
go to the shop and get the medicines or even to order online,
as the method of ordering online has a learning curve.
We have researched and developed a web-based application
that is competent and cost effective at the same time. There
are many applications that has been developed using the
same web-based cloud technology, but they either are filled
with ads or follows an expensive subscription-based model,
making it less accessible to the larger part of the society.
The existing system consists of an app that has the hospital
structure layout and the whole of patient records of a
complete region making it difficult to find an individual
record. There is no option to keep track of the stock of
medicines prescribed by the doctor or to ensure restocking
of the same by the period it is consumed in whole by the
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crash the application. However, the problem is that, there are
chances of the application being attacked by the hackers and
therefore the identities of the patients getting revealed which
is not in the protocol.
In system [5], the application’s developed for making the
information of specialty doctors available in and around their
area, so that there won’t be any hassle in finding the doctors
needed at the moment during emergencies. But it lacks
accuracy and robustness and accessing the factors that
influence classification accuracy.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN
The proposed system has a separate login for the patient and
doctor/hospital. Each party has different access privileges.
Patient data is updated in real time making it possible for the
patient to seek medical help from another doctor without
having to carry around records or do all the tests from
scratch.

Fig-2 Registration module
After the text edit has been completed, the paper is ready for
the template. Duplicate the template file by using the Save As
command, and use the naming convention prescribed by your
conference for the name of your paper. In this newly created
file, highlight all of the contents and import your prepared
text file. You are now ready to style your paper.

The stock of medications prescribed by the doctor is kept
track of by the system and reorders the ones that are about to
get consumed by the patient. Data being stored on the cloud
makes it less susceptible to accidental loss, saving time,
money and resource.

3.2 Data review module
The data review module has mainly two function – to input
the patient details and to display the entered data. Doctors
and the hospital staff can input the patient data either by
manually entering the parameters individually; or to make
the task more user friendly, data can be read by the computer
machines off prescriptions that are in a standard machine
readable form. This module has a dedicated section for
inputting the data. Images of machine readable prescriptions
can be uploaded from this upload section. To display the
uploaded data, doctors and patients have dedicated interfaces
which differ in the amount and detail of information
displayed. Doctors are given a comprehensive insight in to
the patient data.

Fig-1 System Architecture
Security of the data transmitted is a major concern that is
taken utmost care in implementation.
The service used to host the web application is the Google
App Engine included in the Google Platform Suite.

3.1 Registration and login module
Unregistered doctors and patients can sign up to the service
using the Register module after providing the necessary
details. Already registered users have a separate login
window where they can login using the registered email and
password. In the event that the user forgets the password, it
can easily reset it by clicking on the Forgot Password tab.

Fig- 3 Data review module
Patient users have only a brief view of the medical data as
excessive revelation of medical data is not preferred for
patient health and security reasons.

3.3 Prescription management module
The prescription management module consists of services to
request for medicines prescribed by the doctor and to view
the history of purchases made by the user.
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Particularly, the service to order medicines and other
services from the comfort of the homes of users appeal to
patients with limited mobility or inability to do transactions
which require physical interaction.

3.5 Account management module
The account management module offers the user services to
deactivate or delete the account from the service in the event
that the user does not want to continue using the service.
Deactivating an account moves the account details and all
associated records into a dormant section of the database,
from where it can be reactivated by request from the user in a
later point in time.
Deleting an account clears all information and records
associated with that account permanently. Recovering such
an account is impossible as no data related to that account is
stored in the database post deletion. The service provides
utmost importance to user data privacy.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
The HealthChannel application is implemented as a web
application that runs of a web browser.
The service allows separate login for doctors and patients.
Login screens for all types of users are the same. The type of
dashboard that is lead to upon login is decided to user id that
is used to login.
Doctors have a comprehensive dashboard with more options
than a patient to view and interact with the data. In contrast
to the doctors, patients have an exclusive option to order
medicines online from the prescriptions issued by the
doctor. The application home screen is displayed in Fig 6.

Fig-4 Prescription management module
The purchase service works with the help of a secure
payment gateway that safeguards against failed transactions.
In the event of a failed transaction, the gateway takes care of
the refund process and the user is safeguarded against any
loss of money. In a later moment, users can view and verify
each transaction that has been done using the purchase
history service.

3.4 Support Module

5. CONCLUSIONS

The support module primarily offers services for the user or
the doctor to reach out to the app service team in the case of
an anomaly.

Managing the medical history of the patients in this present
world where there is surge in the numbers due to lifestyle
changes and climatic changes is a tedious task.
Hence, the system we have designed lets the patients to have
contact with the doctors and the hospitals they have visiting
frequently. This is done by linking the patient medical
history in the cloud network where even the doctors can
prescribe the medications from this application itself.

Doctors or patients can reach the support team either by
filling out a support web form describing the issue being
faced; which upon being received by the team will be looked
into and addressed with the fastest possible turnaround time.
Another method is to directly email the team mentioning the
difficulty, which promises a one-on-one support promised.

The stock of the medicines can also be renewed and prevent
the need to go out to the pharmacies directly, which is
considered to be very useful for the elderly people.
This application can be further developed in such a way that
the patient can interact with the doctor via the application
itself and get the diagnosis done from within the home. The
payment options can also be updated such that UPI, wallet
based payments can also be made for the pharmacies and
treatment.

Patients can also obtain the hospital details and information
of the doctor they are consulting like contact info,
specialization, etc.

Fig-5 Support module
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Fig-6 Mobile home screen
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